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Beware still of
bank. advice

letArsitati.

THE CASE for a central bank,
at arm's length from the govern-
ment of the day, has been made
in different ways. Professor
Milton Friedman has often pro-
posed that the U.S. Fed, which
is already independent on
paper, should be under an
obligation to maintain the
growth of the money supply
within a stated range, to be
departed from only in pre-
scribed emergency conditions.
Mr. Peter Jay, before he went
to Washington, suggested that
Parliament should establish an
independent 'fintrAncy Commis-
sion, bound by a Similar
formula, of which the Bank of
England would become an
bxecutive agency.
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Rules
Sir Ceoffrev "ittiwa. ‘, when

Shadow Chancellor, or sug-
gested that the Bank of lIngland
should be directly responsible
to Parliament via the appro-
Vitt* Select committee. He
did ntat elaborate a pleat deal;
but the object of any sensible
reform is surely not to give the
Bank, whose directors are
neither elected by voters nor
chosen in the market place, dis-
cretion to do what it likes, but
lo make it sub ect to rules.
The e con pn •
Parliamentary, although the
British system would make that
diffi

that 411e.lisiik Nie
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not liSbn eittalthig rfor any of
these changes. - And with gtriod
reason from its own point of
view. For although such plans
might loosen Ministerial reins,
they would also reduce Bank of
England discretion. The Bank,
as at present constituted, has a
vested interest in opposing all
elements of automaticity or
guidelines. It prefers the real
if undefined powers it possesses
from discretionary action in the
financial markets. and from
being able M. put in a word in
high places to any more auto-
matic framework. If we are to
have 11 monetary constitution,
the central bank would look
very different t toda 's Bank
of land,
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, should sit o is is in
no sense Ifor ' the

Mean e, re is little en 

' the recordfit 'that institution '

which would make one wish it
to have particular influence
with the Prime Minister or the
Chancellor. In the 1920s,
Montagup Norman discredited
wand mew for two genera-
tions by Oniling the wool.
Churchill's eyes and pjuiidtfl _

him to go back to g Id at an
overvalued parity. In the 1950s
and 1960s many people were
put oft anti-inflationary policies
by the sheet" badness of argu-
ments put up on their behalf
l astripk.. Then in the late '

fluent* td tray devaluation,
need its ' •

thus increasing , its pains.
Although the prime responsi-
'Nifty for the monetary ex-
plosion of the early 1970s was
with the Heath Government's
" dash for growth," the Bank
was all too ready to provide
rationalisations for what
occurred, together with plenty
,of errors of its own.
o'l'he top levels of the Treasury

;. and Bank must share responsi%
bility for the doloytuottoblish.
ing monetary targets in the
middle 1970s and the resulting
traumatic negotiations with the
IMF. The Treasury dragged its
feet more on the idea of the
target and the Bank more on
the means of implem ' n.
The targets—whose comple
fulfilment has been a ood dea
better than 'nothing — were
inetate ,dtie to the work of
middle kW officials, with
occasional encouragement from
Mr. Denis Healey himself. In
the ths. a good case can be made
for the view that the country
had more monetary stability be-
fore the establishment of the
Fed in 1913 than after.

A study of Bank of England
GOVW.iors' se e as Sugg or,t s
that ' the Bank mine 'has for a
long time been to favour a mix-
ture of pay controls with some
short-term and discretionary
monetary guidelines. At a more
technical level the Bank of Eng.
land's archaic method ois selling
stock, which works by creating
crises and givir% a free ride to
gilt-edged speculators must bear
some 9f the responsibility or
recent failures of mo
policy. As for the design of the
ill-fated variable interest stock,
,the less said the better.
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a con art of the trou c
a e Governor of the Bank

of England sees himself not
merely as a central banker, but
as headmaster of the whole
financial.systenitandatemsna.mal-
, te
seeteiv

Of course Mr. Gordon
Richardson has particular ex-
perience in these areas, which
is all to the good under present
arrangements. But what would
one not give for someone wha
was content to be judged in
terms of his success in maintain-
ing pre-announced medium-term
monetary guidelines — which
would be perfectly compatible
with a " lender of last resort "
function?
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